
The industry’s most trusted safety system just got better.

Give your PV team more time

to focus on what matters most.

LifeSphere MultiVigilance uses

AI to automate repetitive tasks,

enhance decision-making and

bring game-changing efficiency

to safety workflows.

Save Time and Effort

Keep global teams aligned with

a single cloud database for HQ

and affiliates that provides

visibility into case management,

with multi-language support and

worldwide submission readiness.

Align Global Teams

 LIFESPHERE®

MultiVigilance

Reduce risk and future-proof your

PV environment with a scalable

cloud solution that delivers

continuous innovation and stays

up to date with the latest

regulatory requirements.

Future-Proof Compliance

LifeSphere MultiVigilance

Developed in partnership with the world’s best life sciences companies, LifeSphere MultiVigilance

is an end-to-end, automated safety system that helps hundreds of pharmacovigilance teams

around the world save time and effort, ensure future-proof compliance and keep global teams

aligned.



ArisGlobal is the visionary technology

company that’s transforming the way

today’s most successful Life Sciences

companies develop breakthroughs and

bring new products to market. Our end-to-

end life sciences platform, LifeSphere®,

integrates our proprietary Nava® cognitive

computing engine to automate all core drug

development functions. Designed with a

longterm perspective that spans more than

30 years, LifeSphere® boosts efficiency,

ensures compliance, delivers actionable

insights, and lowers total cost of ownership

through multi-tenant architecture. 

Headquartered in the United States,

ArisGlobal has regional offices in Europe,

India, Japan and China

80%
EFFICIENCY GAINS OVER 

LEGACY SYSTEMS

30%
POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS FROM

COGNITIVE AUTOMATION

80%
OF THE TOP 50 GLOBAL PHARMA

AS CUSTOMERS

100%
COMPLIANCE WITH 

GLOBAL REGULATIONS
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LifeSphere® MultiVigilance

We Bring the Future to Life

FEATURES

Easy Integration

Connects with existing systems via open

architecture, leveraging API connectors and

web services.

Worry-Free Implementation

Fast, professional implementation teams

adhere to industry best practices to get your

teams up and running quickly.

Automated Duplicate Check

Quickly identify duplicate cases, thereby

reducing manual effort and saving considerable

time and cost.

Automated Validity & Triage

Supported by advanced automation features,

case validity & triaging is carried out

automatically, classifying incoming cases into

initial, follow-up and duplicate cases.

Automated Coding 

The coding of both drugs and event terms is

automatically assessed using a company’s

product dictionary of choice as well as a

company-specific list.

Automated Follow-Up

A revolutionary, automated process optimizes the

identification of follow-up queries to reporter,

tracking of queries, management of targeted

questionnaires, and overall follow-up management.

Touchless Case Processing 

Certain types of cases can be processed without or

with limited manual intervention, delivering

significant cost and time savings.

Global Case Submissions

Supports case distribution via E2B R2 and R3

formats and complies with all global health

authority submission requirements.

Smart Quality Check & Workflow Management

Users can view source data and source documents

in a split-screen view to quickly compare and assess

extracted versus reported information before

passing the case to the next workflow step. 

Machine Translation

Automatically detects and translates non-

English documents received before

downstream processing for nearly all languages.


